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Mystery elephant deaths
The end of war

Hundreds of elephants have dropped dead in
southern
Africa…
The end of
war
….baffling environmentalists and scientists, who now fear a lethal
disease could be the cause.
• Within a few weeks, 400 elephants lay dead across Botswana, the
land littered with giant corpses.
• By early July, the lush grasslands of the Okavango delta had
transformed into an elephant graveyard. Scientists are racing to find
out why.

What is it?

The end of war

• At first, conservationists thought poachers
may be responsible – but the elephants’
tusks, worth thousands of pounds, were not
removed.
• Cyanide, placed in the water by farmers as
revenge for damaged crops, was also ruled
out when no other animals fell ill.
• Test, also showed that anthrax is not to
blame.

The end of war
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Now, scientists worry that the elephants could
be infected with an unknown pathogen – a
new deadly virus.
Last week, Botswana’s government received
reports from samples taken from the
elephants.
But they have refused to release the results.
Until then, locals are being warned not to
touch the carcasses.

The end of war

• The fear is that whatever is killing the elephants could harm
humans too.
• Conservationist Niall McCann says “It is incredibly important to
rule out the prospect of this crossing over into people.”
• McCann is not alone in his concerns. More than six months into
the coronavirus crisis, world leaders are paying more attention
than ever to the threat of emerging infections.
• Professor Matthew Baylis of Liverpool University has said that
the world “needs to be looking more closely at wildlife disease.”

Should we be worried?...
The end of war

• Maybe, say some.
• The decision of Botswana’s
government not to share the test
results is unusual and raises more
questions than answers.
• Until scientists know the cause of
the deaths, there is no way to
prevent more elephants dying and
crucially, to protect humans.

Should we be worried?...
The end of war

• No, say others.
• There is currently no evidence of any disease in
local people.
• Concerns of a new coronavirus style pandemic
are causing unnecessary alarm; it is pointless to
speculate before the rest results are released.
• The focus should be the impact on animals, not
humans because Africa’s overall elephant
population is declining

